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Abstract: Accuracy diagnostic system for lathe with numerical control (CNC) has been designed and
implemented, intended to determine the implementing agencies working off the path accuracy with a view to
determining its compliance with the requirements in accuracy terms. The description of the errors that affect
the geometrical machine inaccuracy is provided. A description of the diagnostic system structure and system
elements functionality is provided. Diagnostic system allows diagnosing and compensating not only the errors
due to the machine geometry inaccuracy, but also errors due to management system configuration. The
diagnostic system results in determining the CNC lathe current state is provided. Developed diagnostic system
application to improve the CNC lathe accuracy made it possible to determine the CNC lathe current state, CNC
device settings to compensate errors and improve the CNC lathe working bodies’ path mining accuracy by 30%.
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INTRODUCTION errors are tuning position loop error, executive bodies

The product quality depends on the state of zero drift, error due to the drive unit sensitivity and the
technological equipment used in the production [1]. At other errors.
present in the engineering production involved as new For CNC lathe current loop reproduction accuracy
metal cutting machines as machines having individual depends on the accuracy of the transverse and
elements physical deterioration that affect the machined longitudinal carriage movement along the X and Z
parts quality. coordinates respectively. The total error for each of

At machine tools manufacturing, installation and coordinates determines the machine tool executive bodies
operation (due to wear in the friction pairs) there is a movement path loop error value. Under the path loop
geometric inaccuracy affecting the machine executive accuracy (Fig. 1) understood the shortest distance [delta]
bodies trajectory accuracy. Geometric inaccuracy is to the point on the specified path to the actual path [4].
characterized by such parameters as the spindle rotation Increasing the CNC lathe executive bodies movement
axis misalignment and the caliper movement direction, path accuracy will significantly improve the machines
spindle rotation axis nonperpendicularity and caliper workpieces accuracy[1].
movement direction, the spindle rotation axis radial
runout, axial spindle runout, spindle pitch deviation, etc. Construction of Diagnostic System: The software of
These errors occur in the mechanical parts of machine modern CNC devices allows compensating the impact of
tools. For the cutting machines geometric inaccuracies the above errors by setting the appropriate machine
diagnosis there is the regulatory framework provided by parameters [4]. Also, the CNC machines have the
the state standards [2, 3] and equipment such as laser opportunity to get in the mode of the oscilloscope to
interferometers. display the machine executive bodies actual path [5].

In lathes with computer numerical control (CNC) However, for most of CNC machines is typical feed drive
executive organs path accuracy is affected not only by kinematics that uses a lead screw-nut rolling with a
machine mechanical nodes geometrical inaccuracy and servomotor. As the sensor position feedback, circular
wear, but the machine control system. The control system optical  incremental sensor is used, installed either on the

movement path approximation error, error due to drive unit
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Fig. 1: On the concept of machine tool executive bodies necessary to consider the possibility to work out the
movement path loop error value: 1 - trajectory set diagnosed CNC machine executive bodies’ maximum
point, 2 - trajectory actual point; r  - the radius displacement.  Work  analysis  showed that the majority0

vector of the desired path; r '- the radius vector of of capstan and turret CNC machines are able to0

the actual trajectory; [delta] r  - the radius of the longitudinal movement up to 350 mm and the cross - up to0

trajectory error; [delta]  - trajectory loop error. 150 mm.ê

lead  screw, or on the motor shaft [6]. The sensor movement speed, which sensor has an error,
precisely controls only the movement of lead screw or corresponding to the passport. The range of the
motor shaft. A gap in the mechanical transmission of the longitudinal and transverse CNC lathes feed ranges from
lead screw-nut leads to a situation when the motor shaft 0.1 to 15000 mm / min.
and the spindle begin to move; it is captured by the The proofing tools resolution for different classes of
movement sensor and because of the gap nut and precision machine tools range varies from 1 micron (for
accordingly working body motion machine will not start normal and high) to 0.1 micron (for ultra-high-precision
until the gap is selected. As a result, the sensor records machine tools).
not the actual machine body movement and perfect The digital display is used to visualize the result of
without gap. the diagnosis and transmitting the information for further

There fore, when a kinematic scheme is used and this processing in the PC. 
sensor arrangement, the trajectory, displayed on the CNC In the personal computer for the reception and
monitor  does  not  take  into  account  a  number of transmission of information from peripheral devices using
errors, such as: the accumulated spindle error, a gap in a a serial port communication interface RS-232 or USB, while
pair of "screw-nut", the error associated with the static the  data  f rom  the  linear  encoder  TL-8 is transmitted
friction when pulling away or change the drive supply via RS-422. Therefore, to receive data from the sensors
movement direction, etc. In addition, at the location of the LIR-8 as the  matching  device applies a digital display
sensors position feedback on the lead screw or on the LIR - 530.
motor shaft, according to the path, built in oscilloscope The information is continuously transmitted from the
mode, you can not say exactly what the management digital display on the serial port to the computer with the
system error will definitely affect the CNC machine update time 30 ... 40 ms. To transfer data from the digital
supports path. display is used two wire transmission with a transmission

To determine the errors, described above, when the speed of 9600 baud. In addition, LIR-530 indicates the
start-up and repair work on the machine, the CNC lathe current position of the machine slides with an accuracy of
accuracy diagnostic system is proposed. Diagnostic 0.1 microns, which is useful in the measurement errors of
system is designed to determine the CNC lathe executive the feed drives.
bodies’ path working off accuracy to determine its Functions of a personal computer is to process data
compliance with the requirements for accuracy, i.e. during from the sensors (the machine executive bodies path
diagnostics there is a machine executive bodies’ construction), compared to the required machine path
movement but without workpiece processing. accuracy with the actual, determining values for the

The CNC lathe accuracy diagnostic system should machine parameters (parameters of the position loop, the
include the following devices: linear encoders, digital dead zone, zero drift of the electric supply, etc.) affect the
display device and a personal computer. trajectory error, determining values for machine

Linear encoders are used to determine the machine parameters to ensure the required accuracy of the
executive bodies’ actual movement [7]. To do this, it trajectory error. These functions are performed using a
should be installed on the machine so that you can special software application.

control the machine executive bodies’ movement, relative
to the machine fixed parts. The sensors used linear
displacement transducer, which is a line of optical model
TL-8. Linear displacement transducer is designed for data
communication on the position between positionable
object and diagnostics device.

When  choosing   a   linear   encoder   it is

Measuring accuracy depends on the maximum
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Fig. 2: Customizing the machine executive parts path

Diagnostic System Algorithm: Before the diagnostic
system operating, you should determine the kinematic
accuracy required value in the personal computer. Further
testing of the machine running the circumference (Fig. 2),
the motion of the arc with an angle of 180°.

Based on the data, obtained by the diagnostic
system, CNC lathe executive bodies moving actual
trajectory is constructing simultaneously on two axes X
and Z. In addition, determines the machine errors value,
affecting the machine executive bodies’ path and the
machine parameters values to compensate errors [8]. A
decision on the need for measures to improve the
accuracy of CNC lathe is made based on the agreement or
disagreement of the machine executive bodies’ movement
actual accuracy to the required accuracy.

After comparing the set value with the actual
kinematic precision value, obtained by the diagnostic
system,  concludes  machine  state   and   identifies
optimal  parameters  of  the  diagnostic   object    using,
the  algorithm [5]. Next is the technological system
setting, in accordance with the determined optimal
parameters.

Diagnostic System Results: General view of the Fig. 3: General view of CNC lathe accuracy diagnostic
diagnostic system, located on the CNC lathe is shown in system: a - the location of the linear encoder LIR-8
Fig. 3. This diagnostic system has been used for Turret to coordinate X; b - the location of the linear
CNC machine control system modernization. The task encoder LIR-8 to coordinate Z; c - the collection of
consisted of determining the machine current state and data from the linear encoder with digital display
determines the CNC parameters to improve the CNC turret LIR-530, 1 - linear encoder TL-8; 2 - a digital
machine accuracy. display LIR - 530.

The machine worked out executive bodies moving
circular path with radius of 20 mm at a speed of 200 mm / The actual machine tool executive bodies trajectory
min (Fig. 2). in polar coordinates is shown in Fig. 4b. Actual trajectory

In the circular path working out process, a diagnostic loop error is = 0,085 mm.
system determines the actual trajectory of the movement The jump contour error at the machine executive
(Fig. 4a). Determined by the actual path the machine tool bodies initial movement due to the presence of static
executive bodies’ movement path loop error as the friction in the sliding guides the machine, as a support at
difference between the maximum and minimum movement the initial time are fixed [9, 10]. In addition, this error is
path radius deviation. Specified in the control program also due to the fact that the speed of the X-axis at the
(the ideal), the machine tool executive bodies moving initial time is maximum when developing a circular loop
trajectory coincides with the horizontal axis (Fig. 4a). (Fig. 2) and the reference signal from the CNC to the motor

ê
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Fig. 4: Machine tool executive parts moving actual extend it with additional functionality.
trajectory: a - the actual trajectory obtained when
developing frame with machine feed tools, b - the REFERENCES
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Fig. 5: Diagnostic system applying results: 1 - the original
trajectory and 2 - the final trajectory.

The developed diagnostic system is mobile, so using
it can service a large number of machines without a great
deal of time on the machine installation. Diagnostic
system is based on modular design that allows you to
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